
For the Summer season, Amorino proposes three new Vegan sorbets
that are both refreshing and delicious !

Take a trip to an exotic land,
enjoy a must-have Italian cocktail or get a vitamin boost:

The decision is yours: which one will tingle your tastebuds this summer….?

These are artisanal recipes. 
Gelatos and sorbets are made without any artificial colouring, flavouring and are gluten-free.
Amorino meticulously selects all its ingredients: organic eggs produced by free range chickens 

and farm fresh milk.
Since 2011, Amorino has been creating organic flavors, certified by ECOCERT.

All sorbets are vegan and “full fruit”.
They contain 45-60% fruit (except for so-called acidic fruits which contain 20%).

For gourmets, Amorino also proposes a Choco-cone. 
These three new flavours shall be available in all Amorino boutiques

from the beginning of July until end September 2021.

Delivery available via Deliveroo, Uber Eats and Just Eat 

AmorinoGelato amorinogelato
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TASTY and GUARANTEED 
TO PLEASE! 

Summer Sorbets: 

Ingredients:
Pineapple, Yuzu, Cardamon.

Paolo Benassi’s* tip:
It pairs perfectly with Indian Alfonso Mango, Camarosa 
Strawberry sorbets or with Sri Lankan Coconut gelato.

Ingredients:
Organic orange juice, organic pink grapefruit juice, 

organic carrot juice, organic ginger.  

Paolo Benassi‘s tip:
Try it with organic chocolate sorbet or

organic blackcurrant sorbet.

Ingredients:
Organic orange juice, Prosecco 3,5% (Alcohol: 0,5%), 

Aperol 0,2% (Alcohol: 0,2%).

Paolo Benassi‘s tip:
Pair it with Spicy Pineapple Yuzu or

Organic Femminello Lemon.

SPICY PINEAPPLE YUZU
VEGAN & EXOTIC

This treat is a non-stop ticket
to a delicious journey. 

This luscious sorbet, with its explosive exotic and 
refreshing flavours, is made from pineapple, combined
with the intense notes of Japanese yuzu, and finished

with a hint of cardamon.

SPRITZ 
LIGHT & REFRESHING

Just close your eyes and you’re back in Italy !

Reminisce about balmy mid-summer evenings with this 
cocktail with its sparkling notes and dash of bitterness.

ORGANIC CITRUS
CARROT GINGER 

VITAMIN SHOT

How about getting an extra dose of vitamins throughout the 
summer? 

This sun-drenched sorbet, offers a remarkable blend of 
carrot, orange, grapefruit and ginger.

A delicious and vibrant marriage of flavours.




